To all bidders of the CATS + Task Order J01B3400042

This Addendum is being issued to amend and clarify certain information contained in the above named TORFP. All information contained herein is binding on all offerors who respond to this TORFP. Specific parts of the TORFP have been amended.

Changes to the scope of work or any response requirement will be published as an amendment and supersede the original published document per COMAR 21.05.02.07.

SEE ATTACHED DOCUMENTS:

Questions & Answers

End of Addendum #1
1. QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

1. Page 18 Para 3.2.1 D) requires three examples of work assignments performed by proposed personnel. These Client References & Example Work should be of Bidder's Company OR of Proposed Candidate?

**ANSWER:** Proposed Candidate

2. The resource will work for 1 or 2 days at MDOT office space. Please confirm whether resource will be provided Laptop & other Network access for working for other Week days from our Facility

**ANSWER:** MDOT will not provide a laptop or network access from your facility.

3. If our company is a certified small business in MD, would that fulfill the 2% or must that be fulfilled through a sub?

**ANSWER:** This is not a subcontracting goal but a 2% price preference for MD certified small businesses. More information is below regarding the Small Business Preference Program.

The **Small Business Preference Program** allows certified small businesses to enjoy a price preference over non-certified small businesses competing for the same contract award.

Registration for the Small Business Reserve and Preference Programs are easy and can be done on-line quickly. Detailed information about the program, including qualifications, agencies that participate and rules regarding the program can also be found on the site. Currently only seven thousand small businesses take advantage of these programs. **Vendor registration and SBR Certification link:** [eMaryland Marketplace](#)

4. Will master contractor need to purchase software in support of the contract?

**ANSWER:** The contractor will need Microsoft Access and Microsoft Windows operating system.

5. Is this a new requirement or is there an incumbent?
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ANSWER: This is a re-compete of an existing CATS II TORFP.

6. If there is an incumbent, who is it and are they eligible to bid?

ANSWER: The incumbent is Computer Science Corporation and yes they are eligible to bid.

7. If there is an incumbent, will there be a transition period?

ANSWER: No.

SUBMIT AS A .PDF WITH THE FINANCIAL RESPONSE
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